MONKEY SOUP
NARRATIVE
Meet Olo, a space cadet chimpanzee in a
long succession of individuals who participated in the American Space Monkey
program. Most endeavors where considered
a failure as monkey after monkey was lost
in space. However, unbeknown to the US
Space Program, a few of those supposed
failures were the result of poor retrieval efforts as a few space monkeys are actually alive, although admittedly still
lost in space.
Olo was admitted into the space program
in1958 and was launched into space August 21st, 1959. Due to poor communications and some ship malfunctions, Olo was
officially considered Lost In Space
and like all lost Space Monkeys, was soon
forgotten on Earth. However Olo was very
much still alive in space and survived on
for many years beyond his initial mission.This is his story...

NARRATIVE CONT.
After years lost in orbit, collecting space trash in order to survive and with no one
to talk to, except for his increasingly estranged SHIP, Patricia - Olo’s SHIP collides with a retired satellite and plummets to the Earth. However once landing, Olo
finds that the beloved Earth he left years ago has changed much to his horror. Machine
forces are threatening the Planet in a world wide war. A mastermind computer of some
kind has apparently seized control of the US White House and is mercilessly building
armies of robot warriors in a factory below the White House.
Unfortunately in the crash landing, the SHIP’s visualizer was damaged, and Olo
must now command his SHIP by voice in order to direct it’s actions. Together they
must find the mysterious source of power behind the mastermind computer and destroy it
in order to free the planet.

SETTING
This level takes place on Earth. However during this certain time period Earth’s inhabitants are under invasion from a highly effective force of machines. The player
and actors must puzzle/fight their way out of a factory.

COLLECTIBLES
Card Keys: There are 3 card keys dispersed in the game. Each key can be found at the
end of each wing of the Factory and must be obtained by Olo in order to unlock the
Central Gate.

ATMOSPHERE
Music: Epic.
Sound Effects: Enemies will have a special sound effect that will clue in the SHIP
(actors) as to what action it must do. Other sound effects will be appropriated to
the world.
Voice overs: Voice prompts from Olo’s SHIP will clue Olo to what he should do during
certain parts of the level.

PLAYER
As the main protagonist the player will be a given a standard D-pad controller in addition to a laser pointer and will be in control of a space monkey named Olo. Using
the D-pad and standard buttons, the monkey can make typical moves found in a platformer such as move left and right and jump up and down. Using the laser pointer, the
monkey can fire a laser gun at enemies or guide a missile (described in detail below).

ACTORS
THE SHIP
As a companion to the monkey, this is the ship that brought the monkey to the present
setting and will be its primary assistant throughout the game. The ship’s functionality is designed to be broken down into at least the roles of two actors (but may use
one actor in case of lack of actors). In order to give more focus to the main player,
actors controlling the ship will be blind and must listen to verbal cues given by
the player.
Feet: The primary role of the ship’s feet is to move the ship around so that it can
follow the monkey. In times when Olo is swarmed by enemy robots, the feet can stomp
it’s feet to cause a shockwave that will overturn existing robots to make them easier to eliminate by Olo. Walking is performed by the actor simply by walking in place.
The actor can also turn the ship around by turning around him/herself. Lastly, a
stomp is accomplish by physically stomping on stage. A single 6-axis accelerometer
will be placed on each of the actors ankles in order to detect these actions and relay them to the gaming computer.

ACTORS CONT.
Arms: The arms have the role of providing Olo with a means of picking objects up and
tossing them. In addition, the arms can swat the air to disperse aerial enemies and
can launch a missile that can be laser guided by the monkey. The action of picking
objects up is done by the actor moving their arms down. Due to the blind nature of
the actor and the difficulty of issuing exact commands verbally, the game engine will
be extremely lenient in how close the claw must be to the actual object. Once an object has been picked up, the object (Olo himself can be thrown) can be thrown by having the actor make a throwing action similar to how someone would pitch a baseball.
Furthermore, the arms can swat enemies by making slapping motions in real life. Once
again, all of these actions will be done by placing 6-axis accerometer sensors on an
actor’s wrists.

ENEMIES
Enemies will swarm the the player in certain parts of the levels, and if enough latch
onto the player’s body, Olo’s movement will cease. The actor robot must stomp or swat
at the enemies in order to shake them off the player and free the player. There are
two types of enemies, one ground based, and one that flies. The ground based enemies
must be stomped off, and the flying enemies must be swat away.

LEVEL DESIGN
Environement: Given that story is based on Olo assaulting a robot world, we decided to go for a post-apocalyptic setting to represent the game environment. The background outside is dark and stormy, destroyed buildings are visible, and debris is
strewn everywhere. Indoors, the levels will resemble an industrial factory where robots are manufactured. Heavy use of dark and rusted metal contrasted by bright red
molten metal will be used to portray a apocalyptic feeling.

GAMEPLAY
The levels will involve a mixture of action and puzzle solving. Intertwined between
puzzles will be basic enemies that Olo and the ship can defeat together. The puzzles
themselves will involve obstacles that need to be overcome or destroyed. As such they
will require the full cooperation of the Olo and the ship. The types of puzzles will
likely be physics-based or thought-based. For example, some puzzles will require the
ship to precisely throw Olo accross a pit or another obstacle. Other puzzles will require the players and actors to solve elementary games who’s solution are obvious.

